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ü 方向に感度を持つ利点

T. Tanimori et al. / Physics Letters B 578 (2004) 241–246 245

Fig. 3. Simulated recoil angle distributions for the ST (semi-tracking) mode (upper) and the FT (full-tracking) mode (lower). The pressures
of the CF4 gas are 30 and 20 Torr for the ST mode and FT mode, respectively. Neutron background is estimated based on the measured fast
neutron flux (1.9± 0.21) × 10−6 n/(cm2 s) at Kamioka Observatory and a 50 cm water shield. WIMP signals, neutron background, and the
total observable events are shown in the hatched, filled, and solid-line histograms, respectively. Theoretical calculations are also shown by the
dashed lines.

Fig. 4. Asymmetry-detection confidence level (ADCL) [σ ] as a
function of the gas pressure and the corresponding recoil energy
threshold. It is seen that FT (full-tracking) and ST (semi-tracking)
modes have different optimum pressures.

4. Conclusions

In this Letter, we have shown that µ-TPC filled
with CF4 gas is a promising device for WIMP-wind
detection via SD interactions. By the full-tracking
method with sufficient exposure, it is expected that
we cannot only detect the WIMP-wind, but can also
precisely study the nature of WIMPs.
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Ø 暗黒物質の角度の高い証拠
DM wind

ü 典型的なエネルギーは数十keV

Ø ターゲット :	ガス
Ø トラッキング :	MPGDγ
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DRIFT@UK
• MWPC	(2mm	pitch)

MIMAC (bi-chamber module)at 
Modane Underground Laboratory 
(France) 
since June 22nd 2012.  
Upgraded in June 2013, and 

 in June 2014.  
 
-working at 50 mbar 
 (CF4+28% CHF3 + 2% C4H10) 
 
- in a permanent circulating mode 
- Remote controlled  

 and commanded 
- Calibration control twice per week 
 
 
Many thanks to LSM staff 

Xichang (China), CYGNUS , June 13rd 2017  D. Santos (LPSC Grenoble) 

Figure 4.0.1: Sensitivity goals of the NEWAGE project. Thick and dotted lines show expected 3σ asym-
metry detection sensitivities by the ST(semi-tracking) and FT(full-tracking) modes, respectively. Details
are described in [73]. An experimental result of NAIAD (thin dashed dotted line labeled UKDMC) and
MSSM predictions (thin line labeled MSSM) are also shown [41, 74].

4.1 NEWAGE-0.3b’ detector

A new detector, NEWAGE-0.3b’, was designed and developed to improve the sensitivity by

one order of magnitude. NEWAGE-0.3b’ consists of a micro time projection chamber (µ-TPC),

its electronics system, and the gas circulation system (Figure 4.1.1).

Figure 4.1.1: The photograph of whole system of NEWAGE-0.3b’ in Kamioka underground laboratory.
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D3 Detector	Timeline	at	U.	Hawaii

µD3 (~1cm3 )

2011-2013

2016 - 2017
under construction

CYGNUS HD10 – 10 m3 mD3 ~1-10 liters

1 pixel chip

up to 16  pixel chips. NID w/ He:SF6

2013 2014 2015

2 x 60 cm3
8 x 40 cm3

~ 20 cm3

CYGNUS 2017 Sven Vahsen (U. Hawaii) 6

Proposed US-funded detector

First dedicated R&D funding for “Negative Ion Drift TPC Development for High-Resolution Tracking” this year
(with K. Miuchi, D. Loomba, J. Battat)

D3@Hawaii
• GEM
• Pixel
• R&D

DMTPC@US
• CCD	(256um)
• 2D	track

MIMAC@France
• Micromegas (424um)
• R&D

NEWAGE@
Japan
• μ-PIC+GEM

TREX-DM@Italy
• Micromegas (500um)
• Only	energy

R&D

TREX-DM: a view of the experiment 

TREX-DM: a MM-TPC for low mass WIMP detection, F.J. Iguaz et al.                                                8 

Orange/cygno@Italy
• GEM
• CMOS

R&D



世界の動向

ü Low-background Micromegas
• T-REX project

ü Low-alpha μ-PIC
• μ-PIC表面素材を低BG素材に変更
• 表面アルファ線を削減
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ü 低BGなMPGDのR&Dへ

Astroparticle Physics	34	(2011)	354–359	

2010 JINST 5 P02001

Figure 2. Left: Kapton pillars are created with a step of about 500 microns; Right: photo of a mesh with
copper spots used to protect the polyimide bellow during etching in order to form the pillars.

Figure 3. Photo of the 3.5 cm diameter circular Micromegas.

In both cases a structure of Micromegas is produced with two types of pillars that are main-
taining flat the amplification gap between the mesh (cathode) and anode plane. Notice that the
pillars are always on the shadow of copper pads therefore any dead space is avoided, as in the
conventional structure. This is also an advantage in imaging applications with x-rays or neutrons.
We have successfully built prototypes using polyimide foils of 25 and 50 micron thick providing
amplification gaps of 25 and 50 micron respectively.

3 Characterization measurements

Different batches of 3.5 cm diameter circular Micromegas were produced at CERN. The amplifi-
cation gap was 50 µm while the anode was non-segmented. A picture of the readout plane can
be seen in figure 3. The hole diameters of the mesh are 30 µm with a pitch of 100 µm. These
detectors were tested in a test chamber at atmospheric pressure with a gas mixture of argon with
5% isobutene, having a drift gap of 5 mm. The signal was read out from the Micromegas mesh
using an ORTEC 142B preamplifier and fed into an ORTEC 572 shaper amplifier. A multi-channel
analyzer AMPTEK MCA-8000A was used for spectra recording.

The energy resolution was measured by irradiating the detector with a 55Fe collimated source.
We obtain a result 11.2% FWHM at 5.9 keV, and a well separated escape peak at 3 keV as shown in

– 3 –

S	Andriamonje et	al	2010	JINST	5	P02001	

238U[ppb] 232Th[ppb]

PI including glass 
cloth (旧素材)

390±10 1810±40

PI+epoxy
(新素材)

< 2.98 < 6.77

10
cm

10cm

Low	α	μ-PIC

Bulk	Micromegas

238U[ppb] 232Th[ppb]

Copper-kapton-
copper fail

< 70.8 < 91.5

(橋本work)



Low-α	μ-PICの地下実験
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ü 2018年1月から神岡にてRUNを開始 (橋本work)
• Live time : 47days
• Exposure : 0.49kg・days

- RUN14	(	normal	μ-PIC	)

- RUN22	(	Low-α	μ-PIC	)

Preliminary

Ø α線バックグラウンドの減少を確認
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その2. NIμTPC

Ø 陰イオンガス特有の信号(マイノリティピーク)を用いることでZ軸方向の
絶対位置を決定できる
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ü K')H*1h�\$μTPC�NÈ =	Negative	ion	μTPC
Zの決定原理(C
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(a) E = 172 V/cm
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(b) E = 343 V/cm
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(c) E = 515 V/cm
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(d) E = 686 V/cm
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(e) E = 858 V/cm
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(f) E = 1029 V/cm

Figure 2: 20 Torr SF
6

of the broad structure also increases. However, this behavior is not only
dependent on the field strength but also on the pressure as well, and is not
a simple reduced field (E/p or E/N) e↵ect. The pulse shapes from the 30,
40, 60, and 100 Torr SF

6

data acquired with E = 1029 V/cm are shown
in Figure 4. Besides the positive valued features, in each of Figures 2b -
2f, a small amplitude dip arriving after the primary peak is observed. This
feature has to do with the way the THGEM is connected. The surface of the
THGEM facing the cathode and opposite the readout surface is grounded
to the anode lid. Positive ions produced from the avalanche will drift away
from the positive voltage readout surface and towards the grounded THGEM
surface as well as the anode ground. The ions induce a small positive signal as
they move away from the readout surface but then a small negative signal is
induced as the ions approach the grounded anode end plate. This is because
one of the THGEM surfaces is connected to the anode but is capacitively
coupled to the readout surface.

7

Xa
-

Xb
-

信号波形

N.Phan talked	@CYGNUS2015

Fluorine recoil energy (keVr) NIPs

10 140
20 332
50 1055
100 2528
150 4165
200 5852

Table 1: NIPs yield as a function of energy for fluorine recoils, from Ref. [34].

forthcoming paper. However, the results of Refs. [31, 32, 33] suggest that the
addition of 1 Torr O2 will change the W-value by ⇠ 1%, which is a factor of
two smaller than the uncertainty of the W-value used here [30]. Fluctuations in
the 55Fe energy measurement were observed at the ⇠ 4% level over the course
of the full 46.3 live-day dataset. Table 1 shows how the NIPs yield varies with
energy of the fluorine recoil. It is based on calculations in Ref. [34], as validated
experimentally in [27].

The use of z-fiducialisation has increased the signal acceptance relative to
Ref. [27] by replacing a set of low-e�ciency cuts that had been necessary to
remove background events originating from the electrodes, with a reduced set
of straightforward, high-e�ciency cuts described below. The ratio between the
ionisation measured in the minority peaks to that measured in the I peak on the
channel with the highest maximum voltage in the ROI (see Figure 1) was found
to be a powerful parameter for discriminating between nuclear recoils caused
by calibration neutrons and background events such as sparks [26]. Events for
which this ratio was < 0.4 were cut. One further high-e�ciency (⇠ 97%) cut was
added to ensure that the ionisation detected on the grid was in agreement with
that detected on the anode, which removed a residual population of oscillatory
background events described in Ref. [35].

An event passing the preceding set of cuts had its maximum amplitude chan-
nel’s waveform passed to a peak-fitting algorithm, which used a three-Gaussian
fit to find the arrival times of the I, S and P peaks at the anode. The D peak was
not used, since its amplitude was often within the noise. The time di↵erence
between any two peaks can be used to calculate the event’s z position using:

z = (ta � tb)
vavb

(vb � va)
. (1)

Here, a and b represent two di↵erent carrier peaks (I, S or P), and t and v are
the arrival time relative to trigger, and drift velocity, respectively. In practise,
the I and P peaks were used, since the S peak is suppressed for events with
high z [26]. Events for which the algorithm failed to calculate a z position were
cut, which removed all events from the WIMP-search run other than the well-
understood radon progeny recoils (RPRs) and low-energy alphas (LEAs) [22],
whilst preserving ⇠ 70% of recoil-like events from the neutron-calibration runs.

6

Ø 2種類の陰イオンの検出時間を用いることで、絶対位置Zを測定できる

絶対位置 Z

2018/3/23 �73TJPS 32018/5/31 TPC>94@;TQ6 6

Z
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NMU
GEM(CERN)

Weaseley
Micromegas
(CERN)

Sheffield
GEM(UK)

INFN
GEM(CERN) Kobe

μ-PIC
GEMHawaii

GEM(CERN)

ü 2015-2018に陰イオンガスに乗り出した人たち
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NIμTPCの開発
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NIμTPCの開発:Zの分解能測定
ü  4BH:F±��@�8(LTARS-2014)$È��A';E6&4B�0
�±����p
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Figure 2: (a) Example of 32 channel signals from µ-PIC anode, demonstrating the minority

carrier signature. The position of primary peaks correspond to the arrival time at 89 mm drift

length. Each waveform has o↵set of 100 mV per channel number. (b) An average waveform

of 32 channel anode signals. The waveform consists of two peaks. The large primary peak

and the smaller secondary peak were created by SF

�
6 and SF

�
5 , respectively.

the negative ion SF�
5 as the minority carrier. The drift velocity is 8.9cm/ms

and 8.5% faster than SF�
6 . We can fiducialize using this time di↵erence , as

shown in the Section 3.3.

3.2. The detection e�ciency of minority carrier

A temporal region of interest (ROI) was defined between �30 µs and �70090

µs relative from the main peak (see Figure.2a). The peak search algorithm is

applied at ROI of each anode strip and found peaks were subject to an analytical

threshold of 40 mV. The detection e�ciency of minority carrier relative to one

strip is shown Figure.3. Above 4 keV energy, the constant e�ciency is about

91%. For fluorine nuclear, its deposit energy at 20 Torr SF6 is about 7 keV per95
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Minority	peak

1イベントの波形 平均波形
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Figure 4: Distribution of the reconstracted absolute z coordinate. The

241
Am source position

is shown the blue dashed line.

from acrylic supporter for discharge at copper rings. H2O in SF6 gas creates

stable SF�
6 (H2O)n clusters and finally can produce the negative ions SOF�

4 and

F�(HF)2. These negative ions will create fake peaks like SF�
5 . Actually two

or more peaks appear in Figure.2a and these peaks confused the peak finding

algorithm.115

4. The performance of reconstructing 3D track

Although the negative ion gas TPC were used among, the most gas am-

plification device was wire based. Hence there is no measurement of 3D track

detection with O(100µm) spatial resolution and we need such spatial resolution

to detect the nuclear track. The MPGDs are more appropriate device for nu-120

clear track measurement. Our question is MPGDs like µ-PIC with the negative

ion gas can reconstruct 3D track similar to conventional micro TPC used the

noble gases and what spatial resolution it has.

8

絶対位置の再構成
�mJ¨

! = 16%%

Ø 絶対位置Zの位置分解能16mmを達成
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Figure 6: The residual distribution of measurement data and Geant4 simulation. The simu-

lation data has 130 µm spatial resolution and correspond to the measurement data.

4.3. the simultaneous measurement of absolute z coordinate and 3D track

Finally, we calculated the absolute Z location of track from minority peaks

and checked consistency of that position with elevation angle ✓. We show cor-

relation of absolute Z position and sin✓ in Figure.7. The distribution has cleary145

positive correlation. The shadow of distribution about sin✓ is created by copper

rings. There is no event at Z < 60 mm because our algorithm can’t search

minority peak close to primary peak. We confirmed that correlation by Geant4

simulation and then the linearity appreaed. The linear fit line is shown as pur-

ple dashed line in same figure. The center of distribution each sin✓ is consistent150

with the fit line of the simulation. This result supports we could reconstruct

the 3D track and determine the absolute z coordinate at the same time.

5. Result

We developed the negative ion micro TPC with SF6 gas and study its funda-

mental performance using 241Am source. Utilizing minority carrier, we could de-155

termine absolute the z coordinate and the spatial resolution is 16 mm. Like con-

10

3次元位置分解能

Figure 5: The examples of reconstructed track with coincidence methode.

4.1. The reconstruction of 3D track

We set 241Am source at position of (�46 mm, �50 mm, 89 mm) and the125

data was taken by the external trigger of cathode signal from µ-PIC. In order to

reconstruct alpha track, we used the time coincidence method. We calculated

over threshold timing from smoothed waveform each anode and cathode signal.

The coincidence window which depend on slope at X-Z dimension was defined

and we took coincidence between over threshold timing of anode and cathode.130

The example of five events is shown Figure.5. Almost alpha particles from

241Am source has about 5.5 MeV energy and they have straight tracks in 20

Torr SF6 gas. The reconstructed tracks agree with that.

4.2. The 3-D spatial resolution

To estimate 3D spatial resolution we calculated the residual distribution135

about track points and fit line. The events which elevation angle is below 10�

was not used because such events can’t be taken coincidence for trigger strip

position. Also we calculated the residual distribution from Geant4 simulation.

Figure.6 shows comparing experiment data with simulation and then we got the

3D spatial resolution as 130 µm. This value is comparable to the conventional140

micro TPC used noble gases.

9

ü NIμTPC�¼�h�·Ï�¿Q$
u��

Ø 3次元位置分解能130μm$¤�
Ø Z�J¨f«�¼�h��¯��«
R·
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NIμTPCの開発:飛跡検出

検出された飛跡
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ग़ྗ 8ch Ͱ͋Δ (ਤ 4.11 த෦)ɻASIC ͷ֤όΠΞεύϥϝʔλΛௐ

Ͱ͖ΔΑ͏ɺՄม߅Λ࣮͍ͯ͠ΔɻMTճ࿏੍ޚͷͨΊͷՄม߅

ASICΑΓ্ଆ (ਤ ͼਤٴ4.11 4.14த੨෦)ʹஔ͠ɺઢ͕͘ͳΔ

Α͏ઃͨ͠ܭɻ߅ઃܭͷγϛϡϨʔγϣϯ࠷దۙΛڅڙͰ͖Δ

Α͏ʹ࣮͍ͯ͠ΔɻςετύϧεΫϩοΫͷೖྗ෦ଌఆηοτΞο

ϓΛྀͯ͠ߟɺLEMO ࢠ (ਤ 4.11 ͼਤٴ 4.14 த෦) Λબͨ͠ɻ

SOY(SOY  Bee(ג) Beans Technologies ʹΑͬͯੜ͞Εͨσδλϧճ

࿏ͰɺSiTPC Λར༻ͨ͠ωοτϫʔΫ௨৴Λ؆୯ʹར༻Ͱ͖Δ༷ʹઃ͞ܭ
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絶対位置

ASIC45?
LTARS2016_K01

ßASIC45?¿QÈ@�8TOSHIZOUv2要請値 測定値

Gain	high/low	[mV/fC] 10/0.5 10.05/0.54

ENC@300pF 4000 6000

Dynamic	range
high/low	[fC]

80/1600 160/2400
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Fig. 3. Simulated recoil angle distributions for the ST (semi-tracking) mode (upper) and the FT (full-tracking) mode (lower). The pressures
of the CF4 gas are 30 and 20 Torr for the ST mode and FT mode, respectively. Neutron background is estimated based on the measured fast
neutron flux (1.9± 0.21) × 10−6 n/(cm2 s) at Kamioka Observatory and a 50 cm water shield. WIMP signals, neutron background, and the
total observable events are shown in the hatched, filled, and solid-line histograms, respectively. Theoretical calculations are also shown by the
dashed lines.

Fig. 4. Asymmetry-detection confidence level (ADCL) [σ ] as a
function of the gas pressure and the corresponding recoil energy
threshold. It is seen that FT (full-tracking) and ST (semi-tracking)
modes have different optimum pressures.

4. Conclusions

In this Letter, we have shown that µ-TPC filled
with CF4 gas is a promising device for WIMP-wind
detection via SD interactions. By the full-tracking
method with sufficient exposure, it is expected that
we cannot only detect the WIMP-wind, but can also
precisely study the nature of WIMPs.
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Future	Prospect

2017/6/13 CYGNUS2017 24

• Two	NI-μTPCs with	30�30�50cm3	in	cygnus vessel
• Will	be	ready	by	April	2018
• Expect	two	order	improvement	

50cm

30cm

30cm

CYGNUS/NEWAGE vessel

SF6

Fiducial volume

µ-PIC1

µ-PIC2

2018/5/31 TPC>94@;TQ6 20

Ø TPCケージの制作に着手



Sheet	Resistor	μ-TPC	(by	身内)
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motivation
to overcome potential problem of existing TPCs: 
- distortion of field cage or complicated design
- radioactive background 

wire μ-TPC

15cm

10cm

Vessel=GND

leakage of vessel potential

� Sheet Resistor (SR) μ-TPC
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Proof-of-concept SR μ-TPC 
(�10GΩ/�)

11

commercially available materials

chosen one :“Achilles Vynilas”
( in terms of) resistivity and
uniformity

thermal press on acrylic
prototype
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performance test 
• coupled with 10cm μ-PIC
• compared with wire μ-TPC
•

12

8cm

13cm SR μ-TPC

wire μ-TPC

15cm

10cm

wire μ-TPC

muon	track	
measured	by	SR μ-TPC

z (drift) (cm)

z (drift) (cm)

sheet resistors inside the wall
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Result
• z-dependence of residual
• → calculate z-independent term

SR

wire

z[cm]

z[cm]

re
si
du
al
[c
m
]

residual

z(=drift length)
re
si
du
al
[c
m
]
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Results (residual distributions)
• compare SR/wire � inner/outer
• SR shows better position resolution

@ outer than wire

14

inner

outer
3.5cm

SR wall

6cm

no difference

difference



まとめ
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まとめ
ü MPGDを使った暗黒物質探索実験では低BGなMPGDの開発が行われ
ている
• 低BG素材を使用したMPGD

• 陰イオンガスTPC

ü NEWAGE実験ではLow-α	μPICを使った暗黒物質探索実験が行われて
いる
• 現在もデータ取得を継続 &	BGstudy中

ü 大型検出器のSRを使ったTPCゲージを開発中
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Background	Study

2017/6/13 CYGNUS2017 9

• Main	BG	is	alpha	particle	from	μ-PIC
- Measured	by	high	pure	Ge	detector

100μm

800μm

100μm

Ø Two	approach	for	reduction	of	BGs
- Low	α	μ-PIC
- Full-fiducialization analysis	using	Negative	Ion

238U [μBq/cm2]
middle	stream†

232Th	
[μBq/cm2]

PI	100μm 68.5�1.5 102.1�2.3

Glass cloth 64.5�0.1 86.8�1.1

(PI)-(Glass	cloth) 4.0�1.5 15.3�2.6

Cross-section	view	of	μ-PIC

Polyimide including Glass cloth

Glass	cloth

• U/Th in	the	Polyimide	100um	can	be	
explained	by	U/Th of	glass	cloth

By	Takashi	Hashimoto

αα
U/Th contamination
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Development	of	Low	α	μ-PIC

2017/6/13 CYGNUS2017 10

238U[ppm] 232Th[ppm]
PI including glass cloth 0.39±0.01 1.81±0.04

�������� < 2.98×10-3 < 6.77×10-3

By	Takashi	Hashimoto
• Production	of	μ-PIC	with	low	radioactive	materials

- Glass	cloth	was	used	as	reinforced	material
- Epoxy	can	be	replacement

100μm

800μm

100μm
epoxy

polyimide

75μm

5μm

PI	+	epoxy

U/Th contamination

ß New	material

• Polyimide+epoxy is	100	times	as	pure	as	current	materials
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Explanations for the rich structures shown in Figures 2, 3, and 4 and their
dependence on the drift field and gas pressure lie in the complex chemistry
associated with electron capture and drift in SF

6

[REFs]. Although modeling
of the detailed shape of the waveform is beyond the scope of this work, here we
discuss some of the chemistry that could describe some of the gross features.
However, as will become clear below, a full understanding of the mechanisms
leading to the observed structures eludes us at present.

Measurements made under di↵ering conditions have shown that electron
capture by the electronegative SF

6

occurs very quickly [REFs], with the
immediate product being SF�⇤

6

, a metastable excited state of the anion, SF�
6

,
which is subsequently formed from the collisional or radiative stabilization
of the excited state [2]. The electron capture cross-sections by SF

6

are very
large and estimates of the capture mean-free-path are of order XXX at the
pressures and drift fields of our experiments. The metastable SF�⇤

6

leads to
subsequent products, besides SF�

6

, whose relative abundance depends on the
lifetime of SF�⇤

6

, the electron energy, gas pressure, and drift field:

SF
6

+ e� ! SF�⇤
6

(attachment, metastable) (3)

SF�⇤
6

! SF
6

+ e� (auto-detachment) (4)

SF�⇤
6

+ SF6 ! SF�
6

+ SF
6

(collisional stabilization) (5)

SF�⇤
6

! SF�
5

+ F (auto-dissociation) (6)

Under collision-free conditions, time-of-flight (TOF) mass spectrometric
experiments indicate the lifetime for autodetachment (4) to be between 10
- 68 µs [16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21]. Measurements made with ion cyclotron res-
onance (ICR) experiments indicate the lifetime of the metastable SF�⇤

6

ion
to be in the ms range [22, 23, 24]. The di↵erence in the measured lifte-
time between the two techniques has to do with the experimental conditions.
Specifically, the electron energies in ICR experiments are usually much lower
than in TOF experiments [2]. For our experimental conditions, the mean-free
path, �, which can be estimated from the measured drift speed by

� =
(3MkT )1/2 vd

eE
(7)
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アウトガスによる影響H2O
��G4P�N2
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• 電荷量の変化はSF6とH2Oの反応で説明できる
• SF5-領域の電荷の増加はSOF4-が寄与している
• F-(HF)2-とSF4O-の生成比は1:4(J.	Phys.	Chem.	A	2001,	105,	3527-3531	)、PREチャージはF-(HF)2-で説明可能

• SF6-(H2O)�H2O��N

SF5の質量 :	127.05g/mol
SOF4の質量 :	124.05g/mol
F-(HF)2-の質量 :	59.00g/mol

SF6-�bm SOF4�{Q

(SOF4-)
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SF' H0O + H0O →

F2(HF)0
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読み出し回路の開発
specification (2016/6/27) 

parameter value comment
Cdet 300pF

pulse shape 4μsec,1μsec gas,LAr  切り替え可能に

power <50mW/32ch LTARS2014と同じ

その他の機能 16ch input、低温動作、(出力differential :まずTEGで確認)

parameter narrow range wide range comment

signal size 3fC, 30fC 100fC, 150fC gas,LAr

noise (ENC) 2000以下 6.25 x 104以下 S/N 10以上

gain 10mV/fC 0.5mV/fC

dynamic range 80fC 1600fC 出力電圧~800mV

2016/12/20 ASICƵƢưƺ 82
2016.11.25坂下さんのスライドから

読み出し回路の要請値

Ø マイノリティチャージの信号サイズが非常に小さいため、ダイナミックレン
ジの大きな回路が必要になる

2018/5/31 TPC>94@;TQ6 17
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アウトガスによる影響��"��H2O
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• H2Oの混入量が増加すると
- SF5のピークが大きくなるように見える
- SF5よりドリフト速度の速い電荷が増える
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